NACN CONFERENCE DONOR LEVELS*

Copper:  <$100
- One promotional insert in Program Packet

Bronze:  $100 - <$500
- One promotional insert in Program Packet
- Verbal recognition at luncheon

Silver:  $500 - <$1000
- One promotional insert in Program Packet
- Verbal recognition at luncheon
- Signage (logo) and name at Refreshment Table
- Named student scholarship of $100

Gold:  >$1000
- One promotional insert in Program Packet
- Verbal recognition at luncheon
- Signage (logo) and name at Refreshment Table
- Named student scholarship of $200 for each donation of $300 beyond $1000

* The primary use of collected funds is to provide financial support to the present conference and ongoing educational and scholarship opportunities offered by NACN-USA that align with our mission.

NACN-USA is a recognized 501(c)(3) entity, and is listed in the Official Catholic Directory published by J.P. Kenedy & Sons. For additional information about NACN-USA, you are encouraged to access our website at www.nacn-usa.org.